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Abstract :  Cloud data allocation facility, which allows a group of user to work together to access and the shared data, is one of 

the most standard and effective working styles in the enterprises. So, in spite of having advantages of scalability and flexibility, 

cloud storage service comes with confidential and the security concerns. A direct method to defend the user’s data is to encrypt 

the data stored at the cloud. In this research work, we suggest a Secure Cloud Model (SCM) that contains user authentication, and 

data scheduling. An innovative digital signature with chaotic secure hashing (DS-CS) is used for user authentication, followed by 

an enhanced work scheduling based on improved genetic algorithm to reduce the execution cost. We executed the proposed SCM 

in the Java simulator and estimated its performance in terms of throughput, Normalized schedule cost, Success rate, end to end 

delay and Number of Packet Loss. 

 

IndexTerms – Cloud Security, Digital signature, Chaotic secure hashing, authentication, work schedule. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is an emerging technology for data transmission mode [1].  It contains huge number of computer through a 

communication network like Internet for data sharing and storage [2].Cloud computing has the benefit of delivering a flexible, 

high-performance, pay-as-you-go, on-demand service [3]. Traffic management plays a significant role in minimizing congestion; 

the OpenFlow protocol is aimed at minimizing packet loss and maximizing the quality of experience (QoE), quality of service 

(QoS), using resources optimally and estimating end-to-end network performance [8-12]. SDNs are designed to support thousands 

of applications through manageable network flows and integrated security mechanisms [13-15]. An SDN-based cloud computing 

environment is open to to distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. In addition, because several harmful threats may be 

introduced into the network, SDNs include software-based traffic analysis, and new flows are analyzed [16, 17]. SDN-based cloud 

architectures are also vulnerable to security threats, including (but not limited to) unauthorized access, data leakage, data 

modification, forged traffic flows, vulnerabilities in switches/controllers and malicious applications. Threats can be instigated by 

different individual attackers whose aim is to degrade network performance [18]. 

Operators should assurance to the users and stick to the Service Level Agreement (SLA). It will absolutely lead to unproductive 

if the job spanning is too long. Also, the cloud computing platform also wants to vigorously balance the load among the cloud 

servers so as to neglect hotspot and develop resource utility [4]. So, how to dynamically and professionally schedule tasks and meet 

users becomes a critical issue to be solved. The workflow schedule in cloud computing is to realize the mapping between each 

interrelated workflow task and the available cloud resources [5]. The scheduling objective is to encounter the need of the objective 

function defined by users. However, in essence, the problem of workflow schedule is a NP problem that can’t be solved in 

polynomial time. Workflow schedule algorithm involves two types: the best-effort scheduling and QoS constraint scheduling [6]. 

The best-effort scheduling mainly aims for minimizing the time of workflow scheduling, while not considering the cost of resource 

access. This kind of algorithm mainly is applied to grid computing. Its representative algorithms include minmin, max-min, and 

suffrage and so on [7]. 

The remaining section of this paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews earlier studies on cloud security and work 

scheduling algorithm. Section III illustrates the proposed SCM-cloud environment, with its novel algorithms. Section IV describes 

the results attained from implementation simulation. Finally, Section V concludes the paper. 

 

II. BACK GROUND STUDY 

The QoS constraint scheduling’s related researches normally optimize the workflow scheduling under satisfying user-defined 

deadline or budget constraints. For e.g., the critical path algorithm IC-PCP [19], the enhancement IC-PCP algorithm EIPR [20], the 

partition uniform time algorithm PBTS [21] and the improved heterogeneous earliest finishing time algorithm BHEFT [22]. The 

limitation of the above algorithms is that they ignore the dynamic elastic characteristics of the cloud assets provision in addition to 

the characteristics of resource performance and cost heterogeneity. These workflow scheduling optimization algorithms cannot be 
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applied directly in the cloud computing environment. Therefore, it is necessary to find a cloud workflow scheduling algorithm 

which is applicable to cloud computing environment combining task characteristics and resource characteristics. 

Typically, a job contains the series of tasks. Task scheduling becomes a huge challenge for efficient scheduling algorithm 

design and implementation, by means of typical NP-complete problem [23]. All tasks in this paper are computational ones, and 

independent with each other. There are two solutions for these problems. One is exact solution, for example, cupidity algorithm, 

branch and bound method, Dynamic Program. Although these algorithms can find a solution exactly, when search space enlarges, it 

turns out to be poor efficiency. We can adopt special technical to speed it up, but it does not improve the time complexity actually 

and still cannot meet large-scale problem conditions. Another method is called heuristic algorithm, instead of searching the entire 

domain, these methods have good efficiency. As a typical, genetic algorithm shows powerful search ability. Researchers have never 

stopped studying on it [24][25][26][27]. Some researchers propose varying probabilities of crossover and mutation in genetic 

algorithm [28]. WANG Rong-Fang presents a self-adaptive dynamic control strategy of population size [29]. In cloud computing, 

CSGA[30] through genetic algorithm schedules task to the node with data block of this task in order to reduce data translation cost, 

which aims to shorten all the task completion time and tries to improve the consumer satisfaction. Through DFGA [31], the better 

task scheduling not only shortens total completion time but also shorten average completion time. Without affecting long jobs, a 

system known as piranha is proposed by Khaled elmeleegy [32] to optimize the short jobs on hadoop. By considering the superior 

nature of cloud platform, the inter nodes load should be considered. Some research according to historic data and present state of 

the system and using genetic algorithm proposes a tactic computing gaining the influence it will have on the system after 

positioning of the needed VM assets and then to process the current task the least-affective VM choosing is occurs. Using this this 

method balance the loads effectively and prevents the dynamic migration. But still this strategy does not consider job spanning. 

The major offerings of this work are shortened as follows. 

An integrated, SCM-cloud (cloud based) architecture is designed to resist unauthorized access and work scheduling. 

 User authentication is provided using a digital signature with a chaotic secure hashing (DS-CSH) algorithm that 

authenticates users and mitigates the problem of an unauthorized user entering the cloud environment. 

 An enhanced Improved Genetic algorithm (IGA) protocol is applied to improve the quality of service (QoS) of the 

communications between user and cloud.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL 

The proposed SCM-cloud targets to solve the problems related with unauthorized access and budget constraint in a cloud 

framework. The novel SCM-cloud design includes two stage of phase, in first phase, user authentication is evaluated by DS-CS 

algorithm and second phase is task scheduling using job spanning time and load balancing improved genetic algorithm (IGA). 

Figure. 1 shows the proposed SCM cloud model. 

 

 
 

Fig 1. Proposed SCM model 

 

3.1 User Authentication Phase 

The user authentication phase authenticates all users looking to file storage in the cloud. The SCM-cloud uses the innovative 

DS-CSH algorithm to authenticate users based on the originality of their signatures. The secure hashing algorithm (SHA) is broadly 
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used to produce hash functions for security purposes. The SHA attains integrity, authentication and a digital signature. This 

research uses SHA3-384, in which "384" denotes the bit length of the digest.  

An overview of CBHF module is depicted in Figure 2. In which message block length is 𝑀𝑛−1 is converted into fixed message 

digest of 𝐻𝑛 with respect to key 𝐾𝑛−1.  

Chaotic hash functions use mapping schemes to estimate the trajectory and choose valid initial conditions. Chaotic behavior is 

well-defined by Lyapunov exponents. When a model is recognized as chaotic, the trajectory difference with respect to the initial 

condition increases with respect to the time period. The difference is explained by following expression 
t

t dd 20                                                                                                                                                                               (3.1) 

Here, 𝑑𝑜 represents the initial condition and 𝑑𝑡 represents the distance reached at 𝑡  and 𝜆 defines the Lyapunov exponents, 

which are expressed by averaging points as below: 
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Here 𝑁 denotes the number of points, 𝑡0 and 𝑡𝑁 are the initial time and time at 𝑁 points respectively. Similarly 𝑑(𝑡𝑘) and 

𝑑(𝑡𝑘−1) are represents the distance at point 𝑘 and point 𝑘 − 1, respectively. 

 
Figure 2 Basic diagram of chaotic hash function 

 

After finding the prediction of 𝝀, the system is measured either chaotic or not chaotic. When   >0, then the system is known as 

chaotic. The SHA3 algorithm utilizes sponge construction in which the message blocks are undergone by XOR operation for 

conversion into the permutation function 𝑓. Let consider that the input string (𝐼𝑆)is padded and converted into 𝑓, 𝑡he algorithm 

performs over bit blocks of width 𝑏, rate 𝑟 and output length  𝑑. The constructed sponge is illustrated as follows 

 

),](,,[ dNrpadfSpongeZ                                                                                                                                       (3.3) 

 

From the sponge bit string, we attain a hash function output of length 384. The use of SHA3-384 does not control the message 

size. This hashed function is sent to cloud service provider for authentication. When a user is valid, their packets are moved to 

cloud based on defined policies. Using hash functions, attackers can be identified before their packets enter the cloud. 

 

3.2 Work Scheduling Phase 

 

Genetic algorithms are a class of optimum search algorithms which simulate biological progress and genetic mechanism. After 

the initial population is created, it develops better and better estimated solutions based on fitness from generation to generation. 

During every generation, the individual is selected based on the fitness of the different individuals in a certain problem field. Then 

the individuals combined, cross and vary by the genetic operators in natural genetics and then a new population demonstrating a 

new solution set is formed. The best solution will be voted, and the poor solutions will be removed after several generations of 

evolution. Based on the real state of cloud computing, this paper suggests a scheduling strategy through improved genetic 

algorithm. The basic steps of IGA are shown in Algorithm 1. 

 

Algorithm 1: IGA 

Input: 

 MaxIter: max iterations 

S: Population scale; N: Worker node number; 

J:  Number of jobs 

C1, C2: Weights of total jobs panning and average job spanning, C1+C2=1 

2
,

1
 : Probability of fitnees1 and fitness2 1

21
  

Output: 

 elite1,N  :  Best solution 

1: iterator, 0 ; fitness   

2: elite1,N , temp1,N , Ns
ppp

,
,

2
,

1 , Fitness   
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3: p Greedy Initialization 

4: While iterator < MaxIter do 

5:       = random(0,1) 

6:        if    < 2
  then 

7:        fitness = Fitness2 

8:        else   

9:        fitness = Fitness1 

10:        end if 

11:        for i=1 to S do 

12:        Fitnessi  fitness(i) 

13:        end for  

14:        elite1,N  individual with best fitness 

15:        0
2

,
1

pp  

16:         calculate m
p

c
p ,  

17:         if  random(0,1) < c
p  then 

18:         temp1,N  crossover( 2
,

1
pp ) 

19:         end if 

20:         if  random(0,1) < m
p  then 

21:         N
P

,1 mutation(temp) 

22:         end if 

23:         iterator  iterator + 1 

24:   end while 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.2.1 Representation of Chromosome 

Giving to the problematic model termed above, a scheduling schema can be stated by a chromosome that coded in form of cloud 

user [19]. Length of chromosome (number of genes) is accurately equal to task number. Value of a gene is equal to the node 

number, on which the task this gene resembles to is implemented. For example, we have 4 worker nodes, 4 jobs, and the jobs are 

split into 2, 3, 4, 5 tasks distinctly. So there are total 14 tasks. We describe the length of chromosome is 14, task No. varies from 1 

to 14, gene varies from 1 to 4. Given the following chromosome  

 
}1,4,2,3,1,3,2,4,1,3,4,2,3,1{  

 

We achieve the first task implements on the first node; the second task performs on the third node. As above stated, 

the chromosome will be interpreted into following array 

}13,7,4{:4},11,9,5,2{:3

}12,8,3{:2},14,10,6,1{:1

NodeNode

NodeNode

 

 

3.2.2 Initialization of population 

Basic GAs creates initial population randomly, and individuals have low performance. In this paper, greedy algorithm is used. We 

create initial population through directing optima choice based on current condition. Now we assume the job 𝑡 be processed is 

enough. And there is no priority. In Algorithm 2, 𝑤 present the greedy initialization algorithm. To remove data transfer to great 

amount, data locality is taken into account. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Algorithm 2 :Greedy initialization (GI) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Input: 

S: Population scale; N: Worker node number; 

J:  No. of jobs 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Output: 

      Ns
P

, : Initialized population 

1: 
Ns

P
,  
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2: 1, ji  

3: While Si do 

4:        While Nj do 

5:                if There is a node g with k needed data replication on it and g is    

6:                idle then 

7:                     gsite  

8:                else   

                            Choose the least cost node as executing node f 

9:                end if 

10:         site
ki

P 
,  

11:        1ij  

12:        end while 

13:        1 ji  

14:  end while 

15:  return  Ns
P

,  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.2.3 Fitness Function 

In commonly, fitness is the ability to create descendants. Genetic algorithm impersonate survival-of-the-fittest principle of nature 

to make search procedure[21], during which fitness function is the standard for the quality of the individuals in the population. 

Operators of selecting, crossover and mutation are all respect to fitness. Fitness function is the mainspring of genetic algorithm. 

 

In Cloud framework task scheduling is a multi-objective optimization problem. In this research paper, we describe two fitness 

functions. The separate job with less inter-nodes load variance and time consuming has better fitness. First we present weight 

function to combine jobs’ total time spanning and average time consuming. ”C1TotalTime(i)+C2AvgTime(i)” indicates the time 

performance of individual i. To ensure the constant, we take the reciprocal of completion time and load variance respectively. 

Also, we adopt constant D1 and D2 to prevent individual fitness approaching zero when system load variance coefficient is too 

huge or long time with no service response. 

121,12,10,1
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Table 1: Parameter Setting of IGA 

 

Parameter Value 

k1 0.38 

k2 0.79 

k3 0.099 

k4 0.06 

c1 0.6 

c2 0.4 

𝝀1 0.7 

𝝀2 0.3 

 

3.2.4 Strategy selection 

Although the rotating selection algorithm, crossover operation and mutation operation ensure the population diversity, the 

individual with better performance may be destroyed by these operations. To prevent this situation from happening, elitist 

individual are copied to the next generation without other operators. In this paper, elitism is used to allow some of the better 

organisms from the current generation to carry over to the next, unaltered. Theories have proved that genetic algorithm with elite 

selection operator have good global convergence. 
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 In genetic algorithm, it’s similar that individuals with good fitness have greater probabilities to be selected. In this paper, double 

fitness function is accepted. We should decide to take which one as criteria before select a Chromosome. Here we import λ1 and 

λ2 to represent the probability of pi and pi’ respectively, where 0< λ1, λ2 <1, λ1 + λ2=1. We randomly select pi (Formula 12) or pi’ 

(Formula13). Here, λ1 is greater than λ2, as we give priority to job completion time than inter-nodes balance. Selection strategy is 

the guiding factor for genetic performance. The algorithm in this paper uses the selection strategy based on fitness ratio. First of 

all, we work out the fitness of the individuals in current population according to fitness function, and latter conduct the total 

fitness summation. Then, for individual i at time T we calculate the selection probability 𝑝𝑖(𝑡) and 𝑝𝑖
′(𝑡) among the population 

according to their fitness values 
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Where 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖(𝑇)refers to the fitness of individual i; S stands for the scale of the population. Lastly, we conduct election of the 

individuals by rotating selected operation, as above mentioned, the individual with the high fitness has high probability to be 

selected and individuals with low fitness also have the chance to be chosen. To realize this, we program to get a rand number k, 

belong to (0,1). If there is a random number k satisfying P1+P2+. . .+P i−1 < k ≤ P1+P2+. . .+Pi, the ith individual will be selected. 

So, individuals with bigger fitness ratio have greater chance to be selected. 

 

3.2.5 Adaptive Probabilities of Crossover and Mutation Operation 

Crossover operation is to produce new individuals by substituting and reforming parts of the two subsequently selected parental 

individuals. Through hybridization the searching ability of genetic algorithm gets tremendous improvement. Each individual has a 

certain probability to cross with another individual. There are one-point crossover and multi-point crossover. This paper chooses 

one point crossover which randomly selects the cross point and exchange the sequence. Mutation operation is a local search 

mechanism which can effectively maintain the population diversity. It adjusts local optimal solution, develops new search 

solution space, and reflects the coverage to the optimal solution. 

The probabilities of crossover(pc) and mutation(pm) greatly determine the degree of solution accuracy and the convergence speed 

that GA can obtain. Increasing values of Pc and Pm promote exploration at the expense of exploitation. Moderately large values of 

Pc(0.5-1.0) and small values of Pm(0.001-0.05) are commonly employed in GA practice. Genetic algorithm with adaptive 

parameters is significant and promising variant of genetic algorithms. Instead of using fixed values of pc, pm, we adopt adaptive 

probabilities of crossover and mutation [12]. A parameter setting of IGA is illustrated in Table 1. 
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IV. RESULT EVALUATION 

In this section, we estimate the proposed SCM-cloud framework with novel algorithms implemented for security. This section 

comprises two sub-sections: simulation setup, and comparative analysis. 

 

4.1 Simulation Setup 

The proposed novel SCM-cloud architecture is implemented in the Java simulation environment. Table 2 defines the most 

important parameters used in the proposed algorithm simulations. We vary the number of users, cloud service provider and 

difference time to analyze the network performance. However, the parameters are not limited to this list. 

 

Table 2 

            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Simulation Parameters 

              ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

             Number Of user    10 

Number Of cloud Provider      3 

                    Queue Type                    Drop Tail 

Buffer Capacity                                                  3 

                     Data Rate                     100 Mbps 

Send Interval             2 Seconds 

Simulation time       30 Seconds 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

4.2 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, the QoS efficiency is defined in terms of three important throughput parameters as well as end-to-end delay and 

packet loss. Network throughput is defined as the amount of data transmitted from user to cloud in a specified time period. The 

throughput, 𝑇𝑝, is calculated using the following formula: 

𝑇𝑝 =
𝑁𝑃𝑠

𝑇
 

Here, T represents the time interval of transmission, 𝑁𝑃𝑠 denotes the number of packet to be transferred. Figure 3 shows that, the 

proposed SCM model gradual improve of throughput when simulation time is increased.  

 
Figure 3: Performance Comparison of Throughput 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Performance Comparison of End-to-End Delay 

 

Figure 4 shows the results attained for the end-to-end delay, which is defined as the time required to transmitting a packet from a 

user to a cloud server across the cloud environment. In the proposed SCM-cloud, this delay increases regularly as the simulation 

time increases because the number of incoming packets is increased. Delay happens because of authorization checking. Therefore, 

developments to these parameters are reflected by a reduction of the end-to-end delay metric. The proposed novel algorithms 

effectively achieve improvements in QoS. 

Packet loss outcomes from packets discarded by a cloud server to receive the packet due to overloading. Because buffer and 

queue sizes are limited, packet overloading occurs when the system is unable to accept packets that surpass the existing level. 

Packets restricting from unauthorized data access can cause packet losses for legitimate users. Figure 5 show that the proposed 

SCM-cloud minimizes packet losses because it can mitigate unauthorized access. 
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Figure 5: Performance Comparison of Packet Loss 

 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 give the two performance metrics of algorithms. The x axis denotes the setting value of the deadline factor 

α. Due to α+β=1, we also know the setting value of β. From Figure 6 we can see that with the increment of the deadline factor, the 

normalized schedule cost of all four algorithms will reduce. This is because now the algorithms given more preference to the 

execution cost. In contrast, our algorithm proposed SCM can obtain the least NSC compared with other three algorithms. This 

means that the genetic mechanism has a better feasibility. 

 
Figure 6: Performance Comparison of NSC 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Performance Comparison of SSR 

 

In Figure 7, we can see that proposed SCM model has the highest schedule success rate of workflow scheduling, which means 

this algorithm can better satisfy the constraints of the deadline and the budget and generate more feasible scheduling solutions in 

genetic population evolution. At the same time, due to the uncertain of the individual mutation, there are also some non-feasible 

scheduling solutions in our algorithm. But compared with other three algorithms, the schedule success rate has been improved by a 

large margin. 

V. CONCLUSION 

When organization or individuals utilize cloud storage services to share data, the most about problem is data security and 

privacy. A direct technique to defend the user’s privacy is to encrypt the sensitive data before sending out. In this paper, we propose 

secure cloud architecture to defend against unauthorized access and improve the resource utilization. The prerequisite for user 

authentication is implemented through the DS-CSH algorithm, which uses SHA3-384. Only after authenticating a user do that 

user’s data packets progress for analysis using the default policies. Furthermore, IGA algorithm to attain tasks scheduling with least 

make span and load balancing. Together, we apply greedy algorithm to initialize the population, rings in variance to illustrate the 

load intensive among nodes, weights multi-fitness function. Then we have experimentally evaluated performance of SCM in terms 

of throughput, Normalized schedule cost, Success rate, end to end delay and Number of Packet Loss. Thus, the proposed SCM 

provides a secure environment with a higher QoS that can support more users. 
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